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New OECD Report: 

Investing in Climate, Investing in Growth

• In support of German 
Presidency of G20

• Bringing together Economics 
Environment, Investment, 
Financial, Trade, Agriculture

• Building on earlier insights:
– Core climate policies essential

– But effort to align other 
regulatory and policy 
frameworks

2015



Emissions pathways to meet Paris Agreement objectives  

vary across country types



A new macro-economic look at climate policy



The three components of a well-aligned policy framework 

for climate and growth



More ambitious climate policies 

will not harm growth

The combined actions of more ambitious climate policies and economic reform
still deliver a net GDP increase in the long run.
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New estimates of infrastructure needs 

in key sectors



Savings generated from reduced fossil fuel expenditures

more than offset additional investment on infrastructure 
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Managing the transition (1)

Stranded Assets

• Assuming an orderly transition of the energy sector

• Upstream coal, oil & gas, power generation (IEA) and industry 
(IRENA)

• Defined as “investment not fully recouped as result of climate 
policy” – i.e. not capital value of the company, which depends 
on market reaction

• Stranded assets ~ USD 1 trillion from now to 2050

– Estimate triples under a delayed action scenario.

– Total infrastructure needs in the period: USD 244 trillion.

– Financial stability effects unknown: in need of better climate-related 

financial disclosures (see task force of the Financial Stability Board)

In OECD (2017), based on IEA/IRENA (2017): Perspectives for the energy transition –
Investment needs for a low-carbon energy system.



Managing the transition (2)

Industry

• Exposure of carbon and energy-intensive industries

– EU ETS exposure, carbon leakage concerns, etc.

• Uncertain future in a low-carbon world

– Circular economy?

– New business models?

– Breakthrough low-carbon technologies  significant RD&D 

efforts required (considering efforts in electricity…)

• Priming the pump of low-carbon industrial activities

– The role of public procurement in low-carbon innovation

– See Dutch case study in report           (Ch.5 pp 221-223)



Managing the transition (3)

Avoiding stranded citizens, jobs and 

communities

• Distributive impacts of low-carbon transition on households

– Lessons from tax reforms, fossil fuel subsidy reforms 

• “Just Transition”: employers-unions-government discussion 

exit strategies, re-skilling, etc.

– Examples from earlier industrial restructuring (steel, shipbuilding) 

– Case studies of energy communities.

• Solve carbon entanglement

– Reforms to diversify economies and budgets away from fossil fuels

• The need for a broad public-private engagement in context of 

Paris Agreement “long-term low greenhouse gas emission 

development strategies” (LEDS)



In summary: aiming for policy coherence

• Align efforts to revive economic growth with the climate change 

imperative – including climate resilience

– A positive macro-economic effect possible while achieving ambitious 

climate mitigation scenario

• Align policy frameworks to deliver an unambiguous policy signal

– Why tax carbon if you are subsidising company cars?

– Use public procurement to trigger needed low-GHG innovation

– Guide financial sector to become engine of low-carbon transition 

• Address transition issues early for an orderly transition of 

workforce and companies

• Build on the development of LEDS to solve ‘entanglement’ and 

other political economy issue.



Consult full report at

http://oe.cd/G20climate

In OECD (2017), based on IEA/IRENA (2017): Perspectives for the energy transition –
Investment needs for a low-carbon energy system.

http://oe.cd/G20climate

